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the importance of asset allocation vs security selection - note this post on asset allocation vs security selection
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currency management passive and active currency - in contrast to our bespoke passive hedging which targets a fixed
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returns the risk and opportunities of hedge fund - absolute returns the risk and opportunities of hedge fund investing
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policy using a sticky price model with an effective lower bound elb on nominal interest rates as well as a discounted euler
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decisions today an announced cut in future interest rates becomes, deree american college of greece acg edu introduction to financial reporting focus on international financial reporting standards ifrs in relation to preparation of single
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renewable energy who is financing what and why - a closer look shows that the news is not all discouraging total funding
for re has been rising at a remarkable rate according to bloomberg new energy finance bnef the amount of re finance along
the entire innovation chain from research and development r d for new technologies to asset finance for full scale power
plants rose from usd 45 billion in 2004 to 270 billion in 2014 globally, financial risk exposures and risk management
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